
Dr. L. Carol Scott is a trauma-informed 
developmental psychologist, TEDx speaker, 
and #1 International Best Selling author. 
Carol brings the SASS—Self-Aware Success 
Strategies to help you get along better on 
the adult playgrounds where you play. Her 
keynotes, workshops, and coaching focus on 
your success in those relationships that are 
most important in your life: family, friends, 
and coworkers. A nationally respected 
thought leader in early care and education 
(ECE), Carol is former president of the board 
for Child Care Aware® of America, and 
the ECE System Integration Consultant for 
Early Care Plus, a public benefit technology 
company revolutionizing access for all 
parents and caregivers to the ecosystem of 
ECE services.

Email - carol@lcarolscott.com
Facebook – Dr. L. Carol Scott
Linked In – Dr. L. Carol Scott
Instagram – dr.l.carol
YouTube - Dr. L Carol Scott
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My Story, 
Birth to Three
In what city and state did you live? 

What were the calendar years?
 
The adults who cared for you were…
Background details like class, where they grew up, 
education level, their ages, and basic descriptions 
e.g., at-home vs. working outside of home; job 
or career; type of emotional connector such as 
distant, warm, enmeshed; temperament. 
 
 
Genders of siblings and years older or younger 
than you 
 

Big changes, such as moved household, adults 
changed or had a job change or accident/
illness, new baby born…

Continue the Learning
• Email me (carol@lcarolscott.com) with subject 

line “TSR2023” 

• Receive 28-page “book-ette” – PDF overview of 
the SASS framework 

• Join my mailing list and keep getting SASSy!



Competencies 
 for RBPs

• Know how your family’s cultural heritage 
affects your definitions of normality 
and abnormality, both personally and 
professionally. 

• Increase your awareness of how your early 
family experiences influence the power 
dynamics of your interactions with others 
today.  

• Demonstrate your increasing willingness to 
seek new knowledge and understanding.



FAITH as a 
SUCCESS 

STRATEGY for RBPs
• Brainstorm the Future of Early Learning 

 

• Bag Skits at Staff Meetings or Trainings 
 

• Carousel brainstorm curriculum ideas or 
classroom management strategies 
 

• Group collage vision board mural for a 
shared goal



“Real” Reality 
Filter through Personal 
& Ism Realities

My Story
of Reality

How I Feel  – Emotional re-
sponse to events

How I Act –
My external reaction

Awareness of  
Your Story

Relationship-Based 
Professionals (RBPs)



Self-Aware Success 
Strategies (the SASS)

TRUST – early infancy 
INDEPENDENCE – toddlerhood 
FAITH – young preschooler (3yrs)

For a Deeper Dive into the Success 
Strategy of Trust watch “Trust in a New 
Relationship” on my YouTube channel: 

https://youtu.be/y7Lb5Fg8Lx4


